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A new theorem on abstract nonlinear equations of evolution is proved. As an 
application, the existence, uniqueness, regularity, and continuous dependence on the 
data are proved for the solution of the Euler equation for incompressible fluids in a 
bounded domain in R”. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to prove existence, uniqueness, regularity, and 
continuous dependence on the data, for the solutions of the Euler equation 
for incompressible fluids in a bounded domain fi c Rm, m > 2. The proof is 
based on a simple theorem on abstract nonlinear equations of evolution. 
which has other applications too. 
The results we prove are not new. Similar and even stronger results may 
be found in Ebin and Marsden [ 11, Bourguignon and Brezis [2], Temam 
[ 3, 41, Lai [S], and others, disregarding papers dealing exclusively with the 
case m = 2 or B = R"' (cf. also Bardos and Frisch [6], Foias, Frisch, and 
Temam [ 71). Of these papers, [ 1 ] is rather hard reading, and a similar 
remark applies to [2] to a lesser degree. It seems to us that [3] has a most 
readable proof, but there is a slight complication related to the differen- 
tiability of the Galerkin basis used in the proof. This problem does not occur 
in 151, but it uses a successive approximation based on detailed results on 
the linearized Euler equation and, therefore, requires a considerable amount 
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of preparation. For these reasons, we hope it is not redundant o publish a 
new proof. 
Our proof depends on a theorem, hopefully new, on abstract nonlinear 
equations of evolution. Although it is not necessary to use such a theorem, 
we prefer to do so since the theorem is simple to state and easy to prove. 
Moreover, it has many other applications which we plan to discuss 
elsewhere. 
A remark is in order regarding the continuous dependence in “strong” 
topology of the solution on the data. It is the most difficult part in a theory 
dealing with nonlinear equations of evolution. As far as we know, [ 1] is the 
only place where continuous dependence (in the strong sense) has been 
proved for the Euler equation in a bounded domain. The general theory 
developed in [8] by one of the authors for quasi-linear equations is unfor- 
tunately not applicable, since it is difficult to find the operator S with the 
required properties in the case of a bounded domain. 
Our proof of the continuous dependence is based on the regularization of 
the data. It is more or less tied to the special form of the Euler equation. 
Although it is easy to prove an abstract theorem that applies to this and 
other similar problems, we refrain from doing so in this paper. 
In this paper we consider only the Euler equation for homogeneous incom- 
pressible fluids, but the same method is applicable to inhomogeneous fluids, 
with slight modification. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
We consider the Euler equation for incompressible fluids in a bounded 
domain Q c R m, m 2 2 with smooth boundary XL The equation is 
sufficiently well known (see [3]) that we may write it in a reduced form with 
the pressure term eliminated, 
d,u +P(u * d)u =f, O<t<T,, xEl2, 
NO, x) = Q(x), u=Pu, $h=P$, f=PJ 
w 
Here the unknown u = u(t, x) is the velocity field and f = f(t, X) the external 
force, both Rm-valued; d, = d/d& d = (d, ,..., d,), dj = d/dxj. The initial 
velocity is denoted 4; P denotes the orthogonal projection of H’(R; Rm) = 
L*(R; R”) onto the subspace H$(l2; Rm) of solenoidal vectors, which is 
defined as the closure in Ho = H’(S2; R”) of CF-vector functions with 
divergence zero. We have assumed, without loss of generality, that f has 
already been projected into Ht. 
We make constant use of the Sobolev spaces. We denote by 
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HS = H”(l2; R”), s = 0, 1, 2 ,..., the usual vector-valued Hs-functions on R. 
with the inner product 
(u / v), = y (d% 1 d”v), (2.1) 
Id&S 
and the associated norm Ij ~11, = (u 1 u)f’*. In particular, ( / ),, is the L*(R)- 
inner product. HS, = HS n Hi denotes the subspace of H’ consisting of 
solenoidal vectors. We note that u E HS, implies d . u (= div u) = 0 in a, and 
n . u = 0 on 30 at least for s > 1 (n is the unit normal to 80). 
We also write 
To describe the size of the data, we use the notation 
@,’ = 11~11~ + lllfIlIZ,T,~ 
(2.2) 
(2.3 1 
Throughout the paper, we set 
s, = [m/2] + 2; (2.4) 
recall that HS(f2; R) is an algebra if s > s0 - 1. 
For simplicity, we use the symbol IT to denote the closed interval IO, TI 
with T > 0. 
THEOREM I (Existence and uniqueness). Let s > s,,, 4 E HS, and 
f E C(ZT, ; H”,). Then there is T > 0, T < T,,, and a unique solution 
u E C(ZT, HS,) of (E), with /II u illS,T < KQS, where T and K ma.vLbe chosen 
depending only on QSO. 
THEOREM II (Regularity). Let u E L”(ZT; H$) be a solution of (E) in 
which 4 E H$ and fE C(ZT, HS,) with s > sO. Then u E C(ZT; H$). In 
particular u(t) E C”)(G) if@ andf(t) are in P(fi). 
THEOREM III (Continuous dependence). Let u E C(ZT; H’,) be a 
solution of (E) in which 4 E HS, and f E C(ZT, Hi), s > s,,. Let #,i E Hi, 
fi E C(ZT; HS,), j = 1, 2 ,..., such that 4j+ $ in H” and fi + f in C(IT, H‘). 
Then there are solutions uj E C(ZT, HS,) of (Ej) (with obvious notation!) for 
suflcient[v large j, and uj + u in C(ZT, HS). 
Remark. Use of closed intervals IT in these theorems would seem 
unnatural in the sense that if the solution exists on IT, it will exist on a 
larger interval. But we find it rather convenient in stating the theorems. in 
particular for the continuous dependence. 
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3. ABSTRACT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
The abstract equations we consider are of the form 
d,u+A(t,u)=O, t>0, u(O)=& (‘4) 
in which A is a nonlinear operator. 
To define A precisely, we introduce the notion of the admissible triplet. A 
family {V, H, X} of three real separable Banach spaces will be called an 
admissible triplet if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) VC H c X, with the inclusions continuous and dense. 
(ii) H is a Hilbert space, with inner product ( 1 )H and norm 
II IIH = ( I )i/‘* 
(iii) There is a continuous, nondegenerate bilinear form on V x X, 
denoted by ( , ), such that 
(v3 u> = (v I u), for v E V and u E H. (3.1) 
Our admissible triplet is similar to a “canonical triplet” VC H c V* 
widely used, but we do not use I/* since it may lead to confusion when we 
deal with more than one triplets. It should be noted that admissibility is 
sensitive to the inner product employed; a triplet {V, H, X} may lose 
admissibility if the norm in H is replaced by an equivalent norm. 
THEOREM A. Let {V, H, X} be an admissible triplet. Let A be a (sequen- 
tially) weakly continuous map on IT,, x H into X such that 
(u,A(t, v)) 2 -P(llvlli) for t E IT,,, v E K (3.2) 
where P(r) > 0 is a monotone increasing function of r > 0. Then for any 
4 E H, there is T > 0, T < T,, and a solution u of (A) in the class 
u E C,(IT; H) n C:(IT; X). (3.3) 
Moreover, one has 
II Wll~ < PW (t E IT), (3.4) 
where p is a monotone increasing function on IT, T and p can be chosen so 
as to depend only on ,b and I( 4 (1”. 
Remarks. (a) If A maps ZT,, x V into H, as is often the case in 
applications, (3.2) may be written in a more convenient form 
(v I Ah v>>, >-#(II v II;> (tEZT,, vE V). (3.2’) 
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(b) T and p can be determined by solving the scalar differential 
equation 
0 = V@), P(O) = ll4llk. (3.5) 
T may be any value such that p exists on IT. If the solution to (3.5) is not 
unique, p should be the maximal solution. 
Cc) c, in (3.3) indicates weak continuity. Actually u(t) + I$ holds 
strongly in H as t -+ 0, as is seen by noting that p(t) --) //till;,, hence 
II 4th * II 4ll,,. 
(d) We have in general no uniqueness in Theorem A. Uniqueness may 
be proved under some additional assumptions, but we refrain from doing so 
at the abstract level. 
Theorem A will be proved in Section 8. 
4. ESTIMATES FOR THE EULER EQUATION 
We summarize here known estimates related to the bilinear operator 
that appears in (E). 
F(u, u) = (u . d)c (4.1) 
The following results are more or less well known; for the proof see 
[ 1-4, 71. We recall the definition of H”, H”, , and P (see Section 2), s = 
0. 1, 2 ,..., and s, = [m/2] + 2. 
(i) P maps HS onto H”, continuously. Thus P and Q = 1 - P are 
bounded operators on H’. 
(ii) Let s > so. 
(a) If u E H.k and L’ E H”‘. then F(u. 29) E H’ with 
(b) If u, c E H”, , then QF(u, v) E H’ with 
II QP(u, t’)llv Gc(ll~IIso II 4, + ll4, II ds,,). (4.4 
(c) IfuEH”, andvEHS,f’,then 
IKE I Wk ~)),I < c(lI 24 /Iso II 0 II: + I/ 24 I/\ il c II5 II u Ii,,,). (4.5 
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(iii) Let 1 <s<s,- 1. 
(a) If u E w$ and u E HS+‘, then F(u, u) E HS with 
II~~~~~~ll~~~ll~ll~,-~ I/41s+,  
I~~l~F(~~~~~sl~~II~llsoll~llsZ. 
(b) If u E Z!@ and u E HS, , then QF(u, u) E HS with 




(c) If u E H$ and u E Hit ‘, then 
Ku I fw4 v>),l G c I141so Il4lL (4.9) 
(iv) (v I F(u, v)), = 0 if u E Hs,o, v E H”, s > 1. 
In these inequalities, c denotes various constants depending on a and s. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM I USING THEOREM A 
To solve the Euler equation (E), we apply Theorem A to a modified 
equation 
d,u + F(Pu, u) - QF(Pu, Pu) = f(t), u(O) = $4 (E’) 
in which the solution u(t) is sought in H” rather than in HS, . It will be shown 
later that u(t) = Pu(t) E HS, if 4 E H”, . This method was used in (51 for the 
linearized Euler equation. 
First we construct an admissible triplet {V, H, X} with 
H = H”.“, X=H’, s>s,, 
where HS,’ denotes the space HS equipped with the inner product 
(u I ~1, = @ I a0 + E2@ I ~)s, E > 0. 




so that it is equivalent o ]I ]IS. 
(5.3) 
We have introduced the parameter E to obtain optimal estimates for the 
interval IT of existence and the size ]]]u]]]~,~ for the solution u to be 
constructed. This method, discussed in [9] under the name of norm 
compression, was introduced by Nakata [lo] in a different situation. 
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To complete an admissible triplet {V, H, X), it sufftces to choose V as the 
domain of an unbounded selfadjoint operator S > 0 in H” =X such that 
domain(S) c H and (U 1 SV), = (U 1 v)~ for t’ E domain(S). Such an S is 
given by the elliptic differential operator 
s= x (-d)“d”+&-* x (-d)” d” 
lal <so ld<P 
(5.4) 
with the Neumann boundary conditions. Then we have (see, e.g., Nirenberg 
[ 111, Lions and Magenes [ 121) 
VcH2’cHS+‘. (5.5 1 
Note that the operator S (including the boundary conditions) acts indepen- 
dently on each component of the vector-valued function U. 
(We do not use the spaces HS,, H$., etc. for the triplet. These spaces are 
complicated by the divergence and boundary conditions, making the space V 
difficult to identify.) 
To apply Theorem A to (E’), we define the nonlinear operator A by 
A (t, u) = F(Pu, u) - QF(Pu, Pu) - f(r), u E H. (5.6) 
In view of the properties of the operator F listed in Section 4 (see (i), (4.2), 
(4.4) (4.6), (4.8)), it is easy to see that A maps IT,, x H = Zr, x H‘ into 
H”- ’ c Ho = X weakly continuously, provided f E C(ZT, ; HSm ‘). (Note that 
weak convergence in H’0-l implies local uniform convergence.) 
Next we verify condition (3.2). To this end we assume that 
f E C(ZT, ; HG) and note that A maps ITo X Vc ITo X H”-’ into H’ = H. 
Then it suffices to verify (3.2’). For u E Vc H” ‘. we have 
(u I A(& u)),, = (0 I F(& u) - QFW. PC) -f(r)),,, 
+ E*(U / F(Pu, u) - QF(Pc, Pv) -f(t)), . (5.7) 
This can be estimated by using (4.3), (4.4): 
Ku I A@> u)),l <c ll#” + llf(~)ll,” IM,, 
+ E2(C II L’ll,(, II 4: + lIf(~Ns II 4,) 
< c II 21 IIs0 IIu 11:; +Ilf(~>ll” II uII” 
~cll4l:,+~llaf~ M = lllflllH,I-,,. 
Equation (5.8) shows that condition (3.2’) is satisfied with 
/3(r) = cr3’* + Mr”‘. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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Thus Theorem A is applicable to (E’): Given 4 E H = HS, there is T > 0 and 
a solution u E C,(IT, HS) of (E’), where T depends only on ll@liH and, 
through A on M= IllflllH,T,. T and II@Il,, can be estimated explicitly by 
solving the differential equation (3.5), 
WllH + W/P tanWW2 4)’ 
‘(‘)= (1 - (c/M)“~ Il$llH tan[(ci14)“2 t])2 ’ 
(5.10) 
Since (5.10) is unwieldy to handle, we shall replace it by a simpler albeit 
less sharp expression. An elementary computation based on the inequality 
tan 19 < 6( 1 - 28/7t- ’ leads to 
p(t) < a2(@:, + k2)(1 - bt(@:, + k*)1’2)-*, (5.11) 
where a, b, k are certain positive constants, depending only on s and R, and 
@i = II !a:, + M2 = II 4ll:, + IllfllliLT, 
G ll#ll:, + Illflll:,,T, + ~‘(ll9ll: + Illflll:,T,> 
= @, + E2@Z (5.12) 
in the notation (1.3). Note that (5.11) implies that p(t) exists as long as the 
denominator on the right does not vanish. 
So far E > 0 has been arbitrary. We now choose 
c2 = (@;, + k2)/@,2, (5.13) 
so that @i + k2 < 2(@,2” + k2) by (5.12). Then p(t) will exist for 
tEIT for any T < (2b2(@i0 + k2))-1’2. (5.14) 
Since, moreover, I( u(t)ll,2 < I: -’ II u(t)lli{ < sP2p(t) by (3.4) and (5.3) we have 
llu(t)lI: < 2a2@:(1 - bt(2@i0 + 2k’)“‘)-* (5.15) 
for t E IT. 
Thus we have proved that there are T and K, depending only on QsO, and 
a solution u E C,(IT, H”) of (E’) satisfying 111 uI[I~,~ < K@,. 
To complete the proof of Theorem I, we have to show that if 4 E H-i, u is 
in fact a unique solution of (E) such that u E C(ZT, Hk). 
To this end, we take the inner product in Ho of (E’) with Qu(t). Since 
u(t) E Ho is strongly continuous in t by d,u E C,(ZT, Ho), and since Q is an 
orthogonal projection in Ho with m(t) = 0, we obtain 
(l/2) 4 II QWI; = -<Qu IW’K Qu>)o = 0 
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by (4.10). Hence 11 Qu(t)l10 = const. = 11 Q#l10 = 0 if 4 E H”, . Thus u = Pu, and 
(E’) reduces to (E): we have solved (E) by obtaining a solution 
u E C,(ZT; HS,). (5.16) 
This solution is unique. We may omit details of the proof. which is 
standard. It suffices to note that d,u E C,(ZT: H$) so that u E Lip(ZT; Hi). 
and we have d, I/ u - u 11: = 2(u - v I d,(u - v)), for any two solutions U, U. 
Once the uniqueness is known, we can replace C, in (5.16) with C (strong 
continuity). Indeed, it is known that u is strongly continuous at least at t = 0 
(see Remark (c) after Theorem A). By uniqueness, it follows that u is 
strongly right-continuous. Since (E) is time-reversible, u must be left- 
continuous too. 
This completes the proof of Theorem I. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM II 
Let u E C(ZT; Z@) be a solution of (E) in which 4 E H” and 
f E C(ZT, Hi), s > sO. Let T, be the sup of all t E IT such that u(t) E Hj, . 
We have to show that T, = T. Then u E C(ZT; HS,) will follow by 
Theorem I. 
First we note that T, > 0, since Theorem I shows that there is a solution 
u’ E C(IT’; Hi) with T’ > 0, and we must have U’ = u by uniqueness. 
Suppose that T, < T, contrary to the assertion. If we take a Tz < T,. 
Theorem I shows that there is a solution U” E C([ T,, T”]; H,i) with 
u”(T,) = u(T,) E H”, and with T” - T, depending only on Ilu(Tz)l and 
IllfIll,,,. T. Since II 4f)ll,,, < const., however, T” - T, may be chosen larger 
than a fixed positive number. If T, is taken sufficiently close to T,, we can 
make T” > T, . But U” = u on [T, , T” ] by uniqueness. Thus u E C(IT”: H$ ). 
contradicting the definition of T,. This completes the proof of Theorem II. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM III 
We use regularization of the data with a family {.Z,} of smoothing 
operators, a method suggested by Bona and Smith I 13 1. J, maps Ho into Hl;!. 
where s, is any large fixed integer. We may choose, for example. 
J, = PR’F,R, O<E<l, (7.1) 
where R is a linear operator of extension of H” = H”(R) into H”(R”‘) such 
that it is bounded on H” = H‘(Q) to H”(R”) for 0 < s < s, . (It is well known 
that such an operator exists.) R’ is the operator of restriction of H”(R”‘) to 
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Ho = H’(R), so that R’R = 1 on Ho; P is as before the orthogonal projection 
of Ho to H$ ; F, is the Friedrichs mollifier in R”’ defined, for example, as the 
multiplication by e --82’X’2 for the Fourier transforms. 
Then it is easy to show that for uEHS,, 1 <s<s,-- 1, 
llJE~Ils~CII4ls~ lIJAlS+I <cc-’ II4s9 
IIJP - u IIs + 09 e-’ lIJ,- uIJ,-l + 0 as E-+ 0. 
(7.2) 
To see this, it suffices to note that Fe has the same properties when applied to 
u E HS(Rm), and that J,u - u = PR’(F6 - 1) Ru by R’R = 1. 
Given the data 4 E HS, and f E C(ZT, ; HS,) for (E), s > so, we now 
consider the problem (EJ obtained from (E) by replacing the data {#,f} 
with {#,,f,}, where 
4, = JA f,(t) = Jf(Q (7.3) 
Then 4, E HS, and f, E C(ZZ’,; HS,) uniformly in E by (7.2). According to 
Theorem I, there is T > 0 and unique solutions u and U, E C(ZT; Hi) to (E) 
and (E,), respectively. Since 4, E We” and f, E C(ZT, W,+‘) by (7.2) 
however, Theorem II shows that U, E C(ZT; Z!Z$’ ‘). 
LEMMA 7.1. u,--r u in C(ZT, Hi) as E --f 0. The convergence is uniform 
when 4 and f vary over compact subsets of H”, and C(ZT, Hi), respectively. 
ProojI By the uniform boundedness mentioned above, U, is uniformly 
bounded in C(ZT, HS,) by Theorem I, 
II u&)lls G K (t E IT, E E (0, 1 I). (7.4) 
Theorem I also shows that 
II@)lls+l ~K(ll4,ll,+~ + Illfellls+~,q,> G &-‘K (7.5) 
since ]]#,]],+ i and ]/I f,lll,+, are of the order c-i by (7.2). 
Let us now estimate 
v = u,- ug, 0<6<&<1. (7.6) 
Subtraction of (E,) from (EJ gives 
d,v + PF(u,, v) + PF(v, uE) = (J,- J,) f(t). (7.7) 
Taking the inner product in Hs,o-’ of (7.7) with v gives 
d~Ilv113,~~/2~Kllvllfu-~ +IIIJ,f -J~fllls,-~,TIlvlIs,~~, (7.8) 
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where we have used (4.6) and (4.9), with s = s0 - 1. Since E -’ iiv(O)1/,(, , < 
~~‘(IIJ~~-~lls,-l +llJ,~-~+ll,,~~>-O and cm’ illJ,f-Jhfllls,, ,+O as 
E --t 0, by (7.2) we conclude from (7.8) that 
E -’ II Wl.i,)~ I + 0, E + 0, uniformly on IT. (7.9) 
Next we take the inner product in H”, of (7.7) with 21, noting that all terms 
are in H”, . Then we have 
where we have used (4.2), (43 and (7.4) (note that /Iv /IT” < IIv II,). But 
lllJ,f -J8flll, + 0 by (7.2) and l141so~l II ,/l,+, +0 by (7.5) and (7.9) as 
E + 0, uniformly in t E IT. Since lIv(O)ll, + 0, it follows that 11 v(t)il, --) 0 
uniformly for t E IT. 
Thus U, converges as E + 0 in C(IT; H”,). It is easy to see that the limit 
coincides with U, proving the first part of Lemma 7.1. 
The second part can be proved by noting that l/J,4 - @/I5 + 0 holds 
uniformly on a compact subset of Hi, and similarly for illJ,f -flli,,,,,. 
~~‘lIJE~-$/ls~I~ etc. 
With Lemma 7.1 at hand, we can complete the proof of Theorem III. Let 
tij, f;., and uj be as in the theorem. We introduce the solution U, constructed 
above for the smoothed data for (E), and similarly construct u~,~ for (Ej). It 
is easy to see from Theorems I, II that all these solutions exist on a common 
interval IT’ c IT. 
Lemma 7.1 shows that u,+ u and u~,~-’ uj in C(IT’; H”,) as E + 0. The 
convergence is uniform in j, since the sets {q5,@,, & ,...) and {f, f,, fi ,... } are 
compact in H”, and C(IT, H”,), respectively. To show that uJ --t u in 
C(IT’; H’), therefore, it suffices to show that u~,~+ u, in C(ZT’; H,$) as 
j- co when E > 0 is fixed. Since the u,~,& and U, are in C(IT’; Hi’ ‘). this 
proof is routine and may be omitted. 
We have shown that the assertion of Theorem III holds on a subinterval 
IT’ c IT. Since T’ can be chosen larger than a constant depending only on 
Ill u llls.7. and Illfllls,T~ a repeated application of the result obtained leads to the 
desired result in a finite number of steps. 
8. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
We prove Theorem A by a variant of Galerkin’s method. In what follows 
( / )F,, /I IIH are simply denoted by ( / ), II I/, respectively. 
Step 1. Let Mc Vc H be a subspace with dimM= m < co, and P the 
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orthogonal projection of H onto M. (P has no relation to the P used in the 
Euler equation.) If {e, ,..., e,} is an orthonormal basis of A4 c H, we have 
Pu = 2 (ej 1 u) ej (u E W; (8.1) 
P can be extended to a bounded linear operator on X to V, by 
Pf =C (ej,f)ej (.f En 
Then it is obvious that 
(Pf, s> = (P&f) (f, gEX). (8.3) 
Consider now the differential equation 
d,u+PA(t,u)=O, u(t) EM, u(0) = Pqi (8.4) 
Since dim M < co, (8.4) is an ordinary differential equation with PA(t, u) 
continuous on IT,, X M into M. According to Peano’s theorem, (8.4) has a 
solution u(t) on a certain interval IT,. 
To estimate T, and u(t), we compute 
where (8.3), (3.2) and Pu = u have been used. Since I( u(O)11 = 11 P# I/ < 114 I/, it 
follows that 1) u(t)ll ’ is majorized by p(t), the solution of (3.5), and u(t) can 
be extended as a solution of (8.4) to all t E IT (the interval of existence 
for p). 
We note that T and p are independent of the choice of M. 
Step 2. Let M, c M, c ..., be a sequence of finite-dimensional 
subspaces of V such that their union is dense in V, hence in H too. Let fi be 
the orthogonal projection of H onto Mj. Then Pi+ 1 strongly on H. 
Let uj be a solution of 
d,uj + PjA(t, uj) = 0, Uj(t) E Mi, Uj(0) = P,i~. (8.5 1 
According to the result of Step 1, we may assume that uj exists on the 
interval IT and satisfies 
/I Uj(t)II* <p(t) < K2, (t E IT). (8.6) 
Hence we can extract a subsequence, again denoted by u,(t), which 
converges weakly in H for all t E E, a dense countable subset of IT. 
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Let LJ E M,, k = 1, 2 ,..., be fixed. For j > k we have 
df(” I uj(t)) = -(PjA(t, Uj(t))3 u, = -(“3 A(r, Uj(r))) (8.7) 
by (8.5), (8.3) and Pjz’ = v. Since A is weakly continuous on /T,, X H to X. 
it is bounded (maps bounded sets into bounded sets). Since 11 ~,~(t)ll <K for 
t E IT, (8.7) implies that (v I uj(t)) is equicontinuous on IT. Since it 
converges as j --) 00 for all t E E, it converges uniformly for all t E tT. 
Since this is true for any 2’ E U M,, which is dense in H, and since 
11 ui(t)ll < K, it follows that uj(t) converges weakly in H. uniformly in t E IT. 
It we denote by u(t) E H the limit, u(t) is weakly continuous in H for f E IT. 
with u(0) = NJ-lim u,(O) = lim tj# = 4. 
The weak continuity of A implies that A(t, uj(t)) + A(& u(t)) weakly in X. 
boundedly for t E IT. As is easily seen, (8.7) then leads to 
(~3 u(t)) - (u, 4) = !I (u, A@, u(s))) ds (P E Mk). 
This extends as above to all u E V and proves that u is a solution of (A), 
completing the proof of (A). Note that A(t, u(t)) E X is weakly continuous in 
I and that ( . > is nondegenerate. 
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